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Guide michelin 2018 restaurant lyon

The patron of Lyon cuisine, Eugenie Brazier (1895 – 1977) is without doubt looking at Mathieu Vienne - winner of the Meilleur Ouvier de France prize - with pride. An emblematic restaurant where high-level classics and creativity continue to be served. Show More Show Less Published: 2019/01/23mmine Restaurant Guide was officially
released on 21 January 2019. An impressive 20 restaurants in Lyon were awarded Michelin stars. Paul Bocuse restaurant in Lyon boasts a massive 3 Michelin stars. For those of you thinking 'what's all the fuss about?' ', the Michelin Guide, created in 1900, is the Bible of the French Gastronomy. Get a Michelin star to be recognized as
making high-quality food, whatever food it may be. The restaurant must meet various criteria to be awarded a Michelin star. Factors include quality of produce, creativity of recipes, talent of chefs, consistency of quality and value for money. Three Michelin stars are awarded restaurants with 'remarkable cuisine'. Two Michelin stars are
given to those with an 'excellent meal'. Finally, a Michelin star is 'reserved for those restaurants with a really good meal in their category.' 'Three and two Michelin-starred restaurants have 2 Michelin stars in Lyon's restaurant Takao Takano. Lyon has 16 restaurants with a Michelin star, but has three restaurants with 2 stars and 1 that
boasts three stars. Unsurprisingly, due to Bocuse's kudos, it's restaurant Paul Bocuse in Collonges-au-Mont-d'Or that boasts three Michelin stars. Lyon's two Michelin-starred restaurants are La Mère Brazier, Neuvième Art and Takao Takano. Only one new Michelin starzining is Lyon's Michelin-starred restaurant La Sommelier, the only
restaurant to achieve its first Michelin star this year. The restaurant is found in the 5th arrondissement of Lyon, in Vieux Lyon. The restaurant has a strong focus on regional, quality product. Dishes originate from traditional French cuisine, and are all made under the watchful eye of Japanese chef Takafumi Kikuchi. Wines also undergo a
rigorous selection process. Sommelier Shoko Hasegawa works with the much-loved wine store, Antic Wines, only to take the best wines.Commiserations for some of Lyon's restaurants didn't have all round celebrations, however, with some of Lyon's restaurants losing their Michelin stars. Pierre Orsi and Maison Clovis, both in Lyon 6, lost
their own Michelin star, while guy Lassausaie in Chasselay lost a star, leaving it with a sole Michelin star. Given that Lyon is considered the French capital of gastronomy, it is surprising that Lyon's restaurant 'Only' received 20 Michelin stars. The Michelin-starred restaurant in and around LyonThe restaurant and their Michelin-starred list of
stars is as follows: 3 starsRestaurant Paul Bocuse (Collonges-au-Mont-d'Or) 2 starsLa Mère Brazier (Lyon) Neuvième Art (Lyon) Takao Takano (Lyon) La (Lyon) (New) 1217 (Château de Bagnols) Au 14 14 (Lyon) Auberge de l'Ile Barb (Lyon) le gourmet de Séze (Lyon) Jamie Galvan (Lyon) les people (core des loos, Lyon) Miraflores
(Lyon) le pass temps (Lyon) prereal (Lyon) les terras de Lyon (Villa Florentine, Lyon) Les Trois Dômes (Sofitel, Lyon) restaurant Têtedoie (Lyon) La Rotonde (Casino Le Lyon Vert, La-Tour-de-Salvagni) Auberge de Clochemerle (Vaux-en-Beaujoslai) If you fancy celebrating something special, or just treat yourself, be sure to book into one
of these Michelin-starred restaurants! La Fontaine des Jacovines. ©Phalcon® Photography/FlickrOften Referred to as the gastronomic capital of the world, Lyon's excellent restaurant scene is celebrated by foodies around the world. We had to explore some of the best culinary experiences in the 'City of Flavors', with our list of Michelin
star restaurants to try. Paul Bocus's Auberge du Pont de Colongsal, four kilometres north of Lyon, auberge du Pont de Colongs is a gastronomic icon in this region of France. The restaurant has been awarded three Michelin stars, and Paul Bocuse is regarded as one of the most celebrated chefs all over the country. The restaurant is
housed in a beautiful family home along the Saône River, and features a luxurious design decorated with interior artworks, chandeliers and rich colours. The kitchen offers a three-set menu of traditional French gastronomy, Serving dishes such as succulent lobster salad, St. Jacques Walnut Shells with white butter serving dishes with
apples and crayfish at Mason Paul Bocus in Maison Paul Bocuse.Dessert©Hydyuki Kamon/Flickrauberg de l'Ile Barbberg de l'Ile Barb unites history and gastronomy in a unique location that comes back to the 17th century. Also known as Auberge de l'Ile, this two Michelin star restaurant is located on an island in Saône, adding a
fascinating atmosphere of exclusivity. Kitchen mouth-watering French dishes that fuse culture and flavor serves, and are inspired by the distinctive ingredients available in each season. As its website states, the harsh conditions of winter give restaurants more room to serve shellfish than cold seas, forest sports, poultry fat, and of course
foie gras and truffles first. Presentation is a key element of the Auberge de l'Il experience, and both plates and interior offer inspiring aesthetics. Saône, Lyon ©Fred Po/FlickrLa Mère BrazierWith head chef Eugénie Brazier at the top, the two Michelin star kitchens in La Mère Brazier are famous for their creative and artistic concoction.
Design plates focus on merging both traditional and modern gastronomies, so classic favorites can be explored in new and exciting ways. Guests can fully enjoy recipes inspired by seasonal ingredients including cooked beef, fresh fish, foie gras and delicious vegetables. The interior of the restaurant has also been praised for its
excellence, with beautiful lighting designs and a range of jewelry and decorations. La Meri Brezier, 12 Rue Royale, 69001 +04 78 23 17 2009 with goose mushrooms and foie gras ©jh_tan84/FlickrTêtedoieAcclaimed chef Christian Têtedoie Restaurant is another great location for all foodie travellers, offering a visceral experience of taste,
design and setting. The multi-storey restaurant offers panoramic views of the city, allowing visitors a unique view of Lyon's architecture. Both indoor and outdoor dining areas are garnished with contemporary design pieces, adding a vibrant aspect to the atmosphere. The kitchen serves innovative recipes set in French gastronomy, and
travellers have raved about their 'soffle of frozen blanc' with citrus cherries and pistachio milk. Têtedoie Montée du Chemin-Neuf F - 69005 Lyon 05, +33 4 78 29 40 10 Chocolate Souffle ©Kurman Communications, Inc./200 The restaurant has been awarded two Michelin stars for its culinary excellence and serves 'inventive, evolving food'
that is both 'eclectic yet elegant with a perfect balance of flavors and colors;' Foodie travelers have recommended foie-gras salad and steak tartare. The interior design of this fine dining establishment was designed by Alexandra Elena and features breathtaking centrepieces. The atmosphere at the restaurant L'EffervescenceThe
restaurant differs from other Michelin star destinations in Lyon with L'Effervescence restaurants that create a vibrant culinary experience without a luxurious atmosphere than needed. Instead, rustic stone brick walls are the case with carefully selected art pieces, while tables are purposefully missing standard white table fabrics commonly
associated with fine dining. Head chef Christophe Hubert serves 'market dishes', which center around fresh ingredients and creative flavors, such as haddock, mussels and beet pickles, and duck foie gras emulsion with lemon. Mussels ©Jana Rehigerst/Flickrau 14 FavrierCombining two of the world's two most beloved dishes, restaurant
Au 14 Février offers mouth-watering French dishes with Japanese influences, and dishes are supported with a commitment to creativity and taste. One of the signature dishes served is egg foaming with mustard sauce presented in an egg part with potato waffle, and many degustation menus are similarly filled with a list of inventive plates.
The restaurant is run by chef Tsuyoshi Arai, and its name is justified by its romantic atmosphere and intimate setting. Au 14 Favrier. 6 Rue Maurgate Vieux Lyon 69005, 0478929139, Les Logels People Restaurant is located within the stunning Core des Loges hotel, a grand accommodation that combines architectural styles from the 14th,
16th and 17th centuries. The restaurant sits in the center of a Florentine courtyard and is sheltered from a contemporary glass and steel roof, while the walls are decorated with beautiful artifacts and artifacts. Beautiful French food is served here, Duck with onions and hélianthis cooked in an orange as foie gras, codfish from Brittany with
seasonal vegetables in 'Barigoule' with cinnamon bark and Tonka bean, and milk-fed sheep served with stuffed seasonal vegetables. Les People, 6 R du Bouf F - 69005 Lyon 05, +33 (0) 4 72 77 44 44 44
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